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ABSTRACT
This paper is focused on the efficiency of applications in Web Mining Algorithm
for web log analysis which can be applied to identify user behavior and the context
related to the pattern of an e-commerce website. The main objective is to find user
behavior over the internet which can be done through the branch of web mining i.e.,
web utilization mining. So, it is mainly focused on learning the behavior of web user
with their interaction with websites and application of web to extract hidden
knowledge and information from World Wide Web. This motive can be accessed from
the huge web log data and this data will be available in a log file of the server. Thus,
the web server log file includes hidden knowledge and information of a visited user on
web. This article provides a survey and analysis of current web mining system and
technologies. Therefore, we implement how web mining techniques can apply to the
web personalization by providing an efficient algorithm.
Key words: Web utilization mining, Customer behavior, web server log-file, Apriori
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Web Mining field permit data scientist to extract the hidden expertise and records of each
and every user who visited the website. Web content mining, Structure mining and Utilization
mining are various recorded branches of WEB MINING.
"Web utilization mining is the method of data mining used to discover the hidden data of a
client from web information, to comprehend and better serve the necessities of a web-based
application."
The web utilization mining plays a vital role for e-advertising and online commercial
enterprise specialists. Examination of the user behavior can deliver a comprehension of
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information to adjust and personalize consumer's web association. The world‘s main e-trade
corporations have also started using this approach of web mining.
The data which is acquired from web utilization mining is very important for further
research. It facilitates to discover hidden data of visited consumer from web browsing sample
and examine the activities done by them. It includes numerous levels; Firstly, pre-processing
of data. Secondly, Pattern discovery from obtained data. Lastly, The analysis of discovered
data. Basically the server log report is cleaned and converted into standard format by the
method of pre-processing and then algorithms of data mining are implemented to extract the
hidden knowledge and data. After the preprocessing stage, it leads in finding the user interest.
The pre-processing stage of the data will be redefined and split in set of consumer actions
which shows the moves of every single consumer when they have visited the website.
In the pattern discovery stage, the classification operations are performed to get the
concealed data of users which shows activity of a particular user. Apart from this it also gives
a detailed statistic of a user session and scheme.
In the pattern analysis stage, the acquired data and hidden knowledge information are
further improved, clarified, reformed. The data which is acquired after this process will be
used for various approaches in web analytics. In figure 1 gives the phases of web utilization
mining.

Figure 1 Web utilization mining Phases

2. METHODOLOGY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
[1] The paper ―Internet Marketing research: opportunity and problems‖, the author Oliver
Furrer and D. Sudharshan et al., depicted that world wide web is an enforcing place to do
research, it gives several possibilities for some issues. The creators have constructed up a
structure to assist the analyst to apprehend the potential possibilities and issues which might
be recognized with internet marketing. In addition, this article has mentioned three analyzing
units in a web promoting review; site pages, sites and web client.
First of all, a typology of internet promoting look at configuration has been produced,
which has 8 distinct plans in mild of the goals of the specialist; the unit testing, and the
statistics accumulation. Then, 7 levels of the testing system of web are associated. After that,
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researchers have dealt with primary issues which is totally centered on web surfing. Finally,
this paper infers that web offers a remarkable chance to advertising and marketing experts.
In this paper the authors concluded that web site and it‘s page are essential to any research
in the world of web. Therefore, it will help to find the hidden data and information of the
users, who surf‘s webpages.
[2] In the paper ―Integrating E-Commerce and Data Mining: Architecture and Challenges‖
by Ansari and Kohavi, et al., it is far portrayed that the area like internet business can deliver
amend strategies which can be required for proficient data mining. Creators have defined a
consolidated architecture that can colossally reduce the endeavors for the expertise.
Here authors had successfully designed a model which joins the 2 Data mining and a webprimarily based business framework. The proposed version is divided into 3 parts: enterprise
information, consumer communication, and consumer evaluation. The coordination of three 3
sections, permits the automated development of a statistics block within evaluation segments
which exhibits the acquisition pattern of customers in numerous age gatherings.
[3] The author Ahmad tasnim et al., In their paper ―Web mining techniques in ECommerce Applications‖ instructed that internet is tremendous for doing massive commercial
enterprise inside the marketplace. It is moreover portrayed that the huge corporations around
the globe have valued that web-based commercial enterprise isn't just a website for trading of
goods online, although it enhances the effectiveness to contest the world of internet market.
For realizing more data from the internet, they've applied the web mining methods.
They have developed the framework which carries four massive apparatuses;
accumulating of data through consumer's interaction, commercial enterprise records,
evaluation, and distribution center. The technologies which are used in the development of the
framework is Microsoft.Net with the implementation of base class library like:
HttpWebRequest and HttpWebRespone. These libraries help in the process of request from
the website.
Here, this research paper prescribes that in the field of data mining we need to work on
semantic web and ontology domain, content conveyance and creation so that we can identify
and understand the appropriate attributes and data which is generated via Web utilization
mining.
[4] From the above research paper we learned web mining and it‘s three major fields and
realized, Web Utilization Mining is the proficient subject for performing our experiment and
implementation. In the article ―Overview on web mining and the different technique for web
personalization‖; author Pradnyesh et al., focuses on 6 typical errands of web utilization
mining and actualization for customization web by using web mining strategies.
This paper taught us the preprocessing of the dataset by actualizing the accurate
characteristic which are needed. From this article, we have also understood to perform
analysis on the data which helps to lead in finding the hidden information of the visited user.
The major focus is on "Personalization on the web mining" which is an incredible procedure
for marketing as defined by the authors. It needs verifiably & expressly an accumulation of
the guest data to actualize knowledge into the framework, which response in what data we
need to demonstrate for dynamic clients.
At last, this research paper taught us the model of web utilization mining, which will
provide efficiency in mining the important data from web log file to extracts the hidden data
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of guest user which is very important resource to value for further Web utilization mining
structure.
[5] We have figured out till now that how to pre-process the data and change it in the form
of important necessary knowledge by the system of web utilization mining. Here in the
research paper by Shanti et al., ―An efficient web mining algorithms to mine web log
information‖ manages different algorithms of web mining.
In this work, the creators find and recognize the co-related data of web user by applying
web mining algorithms which is based on e-commerce web interface. They have done the
investigation of various algorithms in the field of web utilization mining.
[5,6] The study is done by comparing the time complexity of algorithms. The authors have
also provided the graph, which is based on performance with the related properties like
number of transaction and items of the algorithms.

Figure 2 Performance Graph.

3. WEB SERVER LOG FILE
We need to familiarize ourselves with the kinds of information outlines available for setting
apart the patron activities. Web utilization mining takes contribution via log file. A demand
from patron's application to a web server, a response which is introduced from server is
known as weblog record, server log or raw server log. Hence, the raw server log files consist
the facts of internet website user.
Web server log file reaction will be in single coded line which is in the form of an ASCII
characters.
The following is the format of standard log-file:
[IP Address; Date/Time; GET Request; Visited Link; status
code; Bytes Transferred]



IP Address: An Internet Protocol address is a numerical value allotted to every device
associated with the computer network that uses the Internet Protocol for interaction over the
internet.



Date/Time: This field has been designed in such pattern of [Date: Month: Year: Hours:
Minutes: Seconds] whereas in webserver log file it seems to be in this format; [DD: MM:
YYYY: HH:MM: SS].
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HTTP request: The Hypertext Transfer Protocol is intended to empower communication
between client System and servers. It's an intermediate between client and server and delivers
the request-response protocol. Here client has been treated as a web browser and the
application which host a website treated as a server. Therefore, this field handles the client's
data which has been requested from the web server.
The GET is the most broadly asked for methodology which addresses a demand to get the data
which is recognized by the URL.



Visited Link: This field contains the link which was visited by a particular user from a
particular IP address.



Status code: It is a field which provides the response through reaction number, There is three
digit in a number of status code which is generated from the server when the user performs
some action on the website.

The server sends four type of status code in a response, they are:
200 series (Transmission)
200 series status code represents the request was received from the client and it is understood.
Whereas 200 represents the ―Success‖, 201 represents the ―Created‖, 202 represents the
―Accepted‖ and 204 represents the ―No content‖.
300 series (Redirection)
300 series status code represents the action should be taken in order to complete the request of
client. Whereas, 301 represents the ―Permanently Moved‖, 302 represents the ―Temporarily
Moved‖, 303 represents the ―Not Modified‖ and 304 represents the ―Cache document used‖.
400 series (Client-Side error)
400 series status code represents that the client request cannot be permitted because of some
technical issue. Whereas, 400 represents the ―Bad request‖, 401 represents the
―Unauthorized‖, 403 represents the ―Forbidden‖ and 404 represents the ―Not found‖.
500 series (Server-side error)
500 series status code represents that the execution is has been failed by the server. Whereas,
500 represents the ―Internal server error‖, 501 represents the ―Not implemented‖ and 503
represents the ―Service unavailable‖.


Bytes Transferred: It is a field which represents the amount of volume transferred or
exchanged between server and clients.

The below figure is the basic sample of server log file

Figure 3 Web server log-file.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
The implementation is done to find consumer activities on web. It leads e-business website
admin to retain the customer. So we have created an algorithm to retain or retarget our ecommerce customer and we have also compared the algorithm with the article “An efficient
web mining algorithm to mine web log information.”
Designed algorithm is analyzed on the concept of Apriori all calculations. We have coded
our algorithm using Python Programming language, which can be implemented in server side
in backend of e-commerce website. This can automatically retarget and retain the users on the
basis of algorithm by providing them advertisement in the form of picture and snippet video
with the hyperlink of their favorite and most visited product on website. The implementation
which we have done is already existing, which has been done by the web browser cookie.
Therefore, by this implementation the dependency of e-business platform is web browsers but
if in the case of cookie switched to OFF by user than there is no such way to retrieve
important data which can analyze user behavior or activity on internet. As a solution of this
difficulty for e-business, we have done an implementation which is independent and it doesn‘t
require cookie and web-browser.
The form of dataset which is used in our implementation and experiment is a log-file
which is generated by server. In our dataset, we have 4 attribute and 1700 records. The
attributes are: IP-Address, Time, Date and Visited Link. Let‘s move forward to experiment
part.

4.1. Dataset Pre-Processing

Figure 4 Actual Dataset.

Figure 5 Cleaned and Pre-Processed Dataset.
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In this section we have pre-processed the data-set by using unix based scripting language
that is SHELL. It is a Unix based programming language, designed to be accessed through
terminal that is command line interpreter. By the use of this language, we have performed
essential operations which are needed in data pre-processing like file manipulation.
We have used the in-built function; SORT, PIPE, CUT & UNIQ for Pre-Processing of
data.
The Commands which are used for Pre-Processing:
Typed in command line interpreter.
cut –d',' -f1 amazon.csv | sort | uniq > ip.txt

In above syntax, the ―cut –d ‗,‘ –f1‖ will select first column of dtaset that is IP address.
And then by using pipe (|) function the execution is transferred to SORT and UNIQ function
for sorting of data in appropriate manner. Lastly, we have stored the output in ip.txt file by
using greater than operator (>).

Figure 6 Various IP addresses filtered from server log file.

Typed in command line interpreter.
cut –d',' –f4 amazon.csv | sort | uniq > addresses.txt

In above syntax, the ―cut –d ‗,‘ –f4‖ will select fourth column of dataset that is Visited
Links. And then by using pipe (|) function the execution is transferred to SORT and UNIQ
function for sorting of data in appropriate manner. Lastly, we have stored the output in
addresses.txt file by using greater than operator (>).

Figure 7 Various visited links filtered from server log file.
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4.2. Classification Technique
To discover the anguish relationship, design & pattern between web user and website, we
have used Apriori Algorithm. It is an established field of data mining calculations and
algorithms to find similar Item Set. Let‘s make it more understandable with an example.
Table 1 IP addresses and their visited links.
User IP Address
Visited Links
IP_Ad1
V-L1, V-L2, V-L3, V-L1, V-L4, V-L1,
V-L2
IP_Ad2
V-L4, V-L2, V-L2, V-L3, V-L6, V-L1
IP_Ad3
V-L2, V-L3, V-L1, V-L1, V-L1, V-L1,
V-L2
IP_Ad4
V-L1, V-L2, V-L3, V-L4, V-L4, V-L6,
V-L4

We have created a table to demonstration the dataset and idea behind the experiment. Here
in Table 1, all IP-Address (IP_Ad) are stored in a first column named as ―User IP Address‖
and all Visited links (V-L) are stored in a second column of the table named as ―Visited
Links‖.
Considering Apriori algorithm in Table 2, IP_Ad1 in User IP Address column has visited
the link L1 four times, whereas IP_Ad2 IP Address has visited the link L2 twice, IP_Ad3 IP
address has visited the link L1 four times and IP_Ad4 IP address has visited the link L4
thrice. By this assumption, we can predict most visited and favorable link of a user IP address.
Table 2 Most Visited Link by Individual IP address
User IP
Visited Links
Most Visited
Address
Link
IP_Ad1 V-L1, V-L2, V-L3, V-L1, V-L4, VV-L1
L1, V-L2
IP_Ad2 V-L4, V-L2, V-L2, V-L3, V-L6, VV-L2
L1
IP_Ad3 V-L2, V-L3, V-L1, V-L1, V-L1, VV-L1
L1, V-L2
IP_Ad4 V-L1, V-L2, V-L3, V-L4, V-L4, VV-L4
L6, V-L4

Now, in Table 3 considering our implementation and algorithm. we have added new
column in a previous table named as ―Count of visited link‖, Here this column contains the
number of count of a link which is most visited by a user IP Address. So, we have done the
prediction on the basis of highest number of count variable. It will help e-business
administrator to retain e-customers by visualizing them an advertisement independently.
Table 3 Count of Visited Links by an IP address
User IP
Address
IP_Ad1
IP_Ad2
IP_Ad3
IP_Ad4

Most Visited Count of Visited Link
link
V-L1
4
V-L2
2
V-L1
4
V-L4
3
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4.3. Implementation of Experiment and Results
This section explains, the implementation and experiment which is done with the help of
python programming language. As in figure 8, We have used sorted server log file as an input
one, Sorted and Filtered IP address text file as input two which was generated at the of preprocessing of data-set and non-repetitive visited links text file as input three, which is also
generated at the time of pre-processing of data-set that is web server log file. When we
execute this algorithm, it will take one IP address one by one from Ip.txt text file and it will
compare all visited links from each other of a particular IP address, apart from that it will also
verify the most visited links from addresses.txt text file and during comparison if any visited
links found to be same, then visited link count variable will be increment by one of a
particular user.

Figure 8 Code Snippet

The figure 9, shows the result of our proposed algorithm which was executed in sequence
manner and the result was stored and written in linkcount.csv file. The output record shows
the link which is visited by an IP address with the maximum number of count and via this, we
have anticipated that most favorable link of a person; that is the one who has the maximum
number of count variable.

Figure 9 Result.

The figure 10 shows the snippet of the code, here we've got used time function in our code
to generate and discover the time complexity of our algorithm. As in [5], the authors have
achieved a comparison of the diverse algorithms of web utilization mining on basis of time
complexity. So in figure 10, our calculation is effective in time complexity because it takes
1.94 seconds to revel in the informational index of length 1600 records, whereas time
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complexity of authors algorithm took most excessive 5 seconds and least 2 seconds to finish
execution.

Figure 10 Time function ().

Figure 11 Complexity in term of time.

5. FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION
Firstly, the dataset which consists of server log file is organized. Hence, it can be actualized
with the field of machine learning. As we are aware that machine learning is the next big
thing in future of software technology. Hence it will provide greater adaptability if website is
based on artificial intelligence specially e-commerce business websites. Our experiment
should be actualized with machine learning concept based classification strategy than the
outcome will be in more productive in terms of time complexity. By our calculation and
algorithms, we can also make web application module based on retargeting internet business
client. Secondly, there is one more field of the problem which should be actualized; how we
can recognize the user interest of particular user from different MAC address. Our work is
concentrating on favorable ads on basis of IP address but not on MAC address. Hence, there
is a need to find the user interest of the common user based on MAC address. Thus this
research work can be extended for finding user interest based on MAC address.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have produced the semantic system for understanding the user behavior on
the web; Additionally, we have attempted to provide the learning to retarget the online
business client by utilizing web mining strategy. So we come up with a solution with an
algorithm which is designed and tested by us. The algorithm is designed on Apriori algorithm,
focused to target the most visited product of the consumer; By actualizing the IP address on
basis of most visited links with the highest number of a count. Therefore, our algorithm is
demonstrated highly productive from the other algorithms.
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